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About Startup Europe Partnership (SEP)
Established by the European Commission in January 2014 at the World Economic Forum
in Davos, SEP is the first pan-European open innovation platform dedicated to
transforming European startups into scaleups by linking them with global corporations and
stock exchanges.
By participating in the SEP program, global companies have access to the best
technologies and companies with the goal of initiating business partnerships and venture
corporate investments. Scaleups are exposed to qualified sales/strategic opportunities as
well as funding options either via venture capital, private placements or IPOs.
SEP is led by Mind the Bridge, a global organization based in Europe and Silicon Valley.
SEP is a Startup Europe initiative. Partners include leading corporates and the European
Investment Fund/ European Investment Bank Group, London Stock Exchange Group,
Nesta, EBAN, European Startup Network, The ScaleUp Institute.

For more info:
http://startupeuropepartnership.eu | @sep_eu
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This year analysis confirms the lag in the tech innovation in the Norwegian
ecosystem which still ranks 12th in our “Country Index,” a performance indicator
for tech innovation in the ecosystems of the European continent.
Among the five Nordic countries, Norway performing low, standing fairly behind
Sweden (4th), Finland (9th) and Denmark (10th).
The number of Norwegian scaleups is one-fifth the number of Swedish scaleups
and half of the Finnish.
The gap is even more significant concerning the capital raised.
Preliminary data suggests 2018 as being a promising year for Norwegian scaleup
establishment. As of September 2018, we identified 30 new scaleups adding to
the count; this is 3 times the total number of scaleups newly established in 2017,
definitely an encouraging bounce back from a calm previous year.
The most exciting part of the news is that Norway is showing a better
performance in 2018 than many countries that are ranked ahead in the Scaleup
Europe Country Index. And mainly it is now running at the speed of Denmark and
Finland.
Over a year ago we published our annual report about Norway where we claimed:
“the Norwegian startup scene has the potential to scale up.” However, Norway
has fallen short in the recent decade, and our message stressed that Norway
could soon become a player in the scaleup scene at par with their neighboring
countries, something it hasn’t reached yet. Still, more investments are needed.
Our focus in this report will be on the development in the Norwegian scaleup
scene over the past years. Additionally, a significant part of this research will be
an attempt to understand and explain the relationship between Norway and other
countries in the Nordic region and other European countries.
We will also explore the unique aspects of the country which shape the
ecosystem, among which are the government initiatives, stock markets, and
prominent existing industries.
See you next year to review if the promise on performance is turning into reality!

Oslo, December 2018
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The Nordics Hold Their Strong Position
in the European Scaleup Landscape
Europe is home to approximately 5,600 scaleups that cumulatively raised over $83.2B in fundraising.
When compared to the previous year, the European ecosystem experienced a sustainable and noticeable growth.
It added over 1,220 scaleups and $22B to the earlier amounts.
Ranking the European regions by the number of scaleups identified and capital raised, we observe that the Nordics area ranks
third, with about 980 scaleups. The leading country of the region is Sweden, where there are 50% of scaleups identified in the
Nordics. Norway, with 99 scaleups, is home of approximately 10% of them. In the Nordics, more than $12.5B were raised by
local scaleups, about 2.3 times more than the Southern Europe scaleups.
At the top of the charts, there are the British Isles (UK and Ireland) with a total of 1,881 scaleups which collectively raised more
than $30B in financing.
The “Central States” (the region including Germany, France, Switzerland and Austria) follow with slightly more than 1,500
scaleups and $28B secured, mainly driven by France (681 scaleups) and Germany (530). In this region, we find more than
twice the capital secured in the Nordics area.
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How Does Norway Compare to the Rest of Europe?
As of December 2017, in Norway, we counted
99 tech scaleups, that is approximately 2% of
the total amount of scaleup we have in the
whole of Europe. Those scaleups have raised
$1.2B in funding since inception, equal to the
1.4% of the total capital raised by European
scaleups. This year, in our report “Tech
Scaleup Europe”1, we launched our own
“country index”, a performance indicator for
tech innovation in the ecosystems of the
European continent. We identified and
tracked scaleups and their capital raised all
over 45 European countries, and ranked them
according to their performance in attracting
funding for growth, either through VC, IPO or
ICO, the new, fast-growing option of publicly
selling cryptocurrencies.
The Norwegian ecosystems rank 12th.

Among the five Nordic countries, Norway is
the under-performing, standing fairly behind
Sweden, Finland and Denmark.
The number of Norwegian scaleups is one
fifth the amount of Swedish scaleups and half
of the Finnish.
As concerning the fundraising, Swedish
scaleups collected 6 times more capital than
the Norwegian counterparts, while scaleups
located in Finland and Denmark raised 1.5
times the capital raised in Norway.
The gap between the top 3 ecosystems
including UK, Germany and France is too
wide. UK scaleups raised 22 times more
capital than the Norwegians, German and
French scaleups have secured respectively
12x and 7x more capital.

FIGURE 1
SCALEUP EUROPE COUNTRY INDEX (2017)
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Evidences of the Norwegian Unexplored Innovation Potential
Focusing on the Scaleup Density ratio,
Norway performed quite good compared to
Europe, but it also confirmed its gap within
the Nordic area.
More specifically, if the Nordics outperform
the rest of the continent by producing an
average of 3.7 scaleups per 100,000 people,
Norway is highly far to the Nordic average
with only 1.8 scaleups per 100K inhabitants,
nevertheless, it almost doubled the European
average Scaleup Density Ratio, equal to 1.
The larger economies of Germany (0.6) and
France (1.0) are less effective in producing
scaleups considering the size of their
populations in producing scaleups, the UK is
still ahead with 2.5 scaleups every 100k
people.
The second indicator considered to measure
the efficiency of a country’s scaleup economy
is the Scaleup Investing Ratio, that is the
amount of investment scaleups have raised to
the GDP of the country.
This indicator measures also the relevance of
the scaleup sector to the total economy of a
country as a whole.
In 2017, the European average scaleup
investing ratio was 0.45% and Norway scored
a little lower with a ratio of 0.31%, that is 0.7x
the European average.
Norway has aligned with the European
powerhouses Germany (0.40%) and France
(0.34%), suggesting that Norway is able to
compete with those countries in terms of
scaleup economy efficiency.
Focusing only on the Nordic area, Norway is
in the last place if considering the amount of
investment scaleups have raised to the GDP,
more precisely the whole area average value
is 0.85% (more than doubling the Norwegian
value), Sweden leads with a scaleup
investing ratio of 1.36%, followed by Iceland
with 1.25%, Denmark and Finland follow with
ratios of 0.56% and 0.45%.

The positioning matrix gives a perspective of
where a country stands in relationship to the
European average and breaks economies
into some general characteristics.
Norway is located in the top left quadrant,
with other countries that have a higher than
average scaleup density ratio but lower
than average GDP invested ratio.
All the other Nordics countries are better
positioned as they are located in the top right
quadrant (together with the UK and
Switzerland), a sector that contains the over
performers of the continent.
The lower left sector includes those countries
that underperform the average value both in
the percentage of GDP invested and the
number of scaleups per capita.
Germany is represented here, though not far
from the parity.
France is just on the edge with almost the
exact average of scaleup density but above
average in percentage of GDP raised.
All Southern European countries (Spain, Italy
and Portugal) are present in this section.
Also many emerging ecosystems, particularly
Eastern European countries, despite
impressively growing in relative term,
underperform compared to average results.

In the “Scaleup Europe Matrix”,
all the other Nordic countries
are better positioned
than Norway.
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FIGURE 2
SCALEUP EUROPE MATRIX
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Scaleup Norway 2018: Speeding Up the Ecosystem Growth
Preliminary data suggests 2018 being a
promising year for Norwegian scaleup
establishment. As of September 2018, we
identified 30 new scaleups to be added to the
count, this is 3 times the total number of
scaleups newly established in 2017, definitely
an encouraging bounce back since a
less-than-enthusiastic previous year.
The Norwegian ecosystem had a major
increase in the scaleup population in 2016
with 34 new scaleups added constituting a
+53% year over year growth, while 2017
represented a slowdown year, with only 10
new scaleups added, which represents a
modest 10% growth.

As concerning money, the total funding
raised by Norwegian scaleups as of Q3 2018,
is equal to about $300M, recording a
significant growth in the scaleup economy.
The capital secured in the first 9 months of
2018 is twice the capital raised in 2017.
To be noticed that in 2017, comparing to the
previous year, we identified a minor growth
after a very strong 2016.
The $158M raised in 2017 adds up to a 13%
increase in the total recorded funding raised
with data going back to 2006 in Norway.

3
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FIGURE 3
NORWEGIAN INNOVATION ECONOMY: YOY GROWTH (2016-2018)
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If we compare the numbers of scaleups
establishment in Europe up to Q3 2018,
Norway lags behind the major European
economies, but shows a better performance
than many countries that are ranked ahead in
the Scaleup Europe Country Index. It
particularly closed the gap with Denmark and
Finland. Norway ranks 8th either in terms of
scaleups establishment and new capital
raised.
Excluding the top 3 countries namely the UK,
Germany and France that play a different
game, the gap with the most comparable
economies, particularly Switzerland, Sweden
and Spain, is still very wide.
As of September 2018, in the UK we count
450 new scaleups that raised $8.7B, English

scaleups are 15x more than the Norwegian
ones and secured 29x more capital.
France and Germany added respectively 180
and 125 new scaleups with $2.4B and $3.1B
raised.
Switzerland and Sweden are tied for 4th with
71 new scaleups establishment. As concern
the capital raised, Swiss scaleups secured
$1.2B, that is 4 times the capital raised by
Norwegians; while the neighbor Sweden
recorded $1B in new capital raised.
Also Spain (54) and the Netherlands (45)
count more scaleups establishment that
Norway as well as more capital secured,
respectively they collect $0.6B and $0.5B.
Denmark, Finland, Ireland and Italy follow
with just a few lesser scaleups established.

FIGURE 4
SCALEUP EUROPE: NEW SCALEUPS (Q1-Q3 2018)
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FIGURE 5
SCALEUP EUROPE: NEW CAPITAL RAISED (Q1-Q3 2018)
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A Quite Mature Scaleup Ecosystem With (Still) Enough Potential
The Norwegian scaleup ecosystems is
among the most mature in Europe, embracing
the startup wave earlier in comparison to
other European countries.
As of December 2017, the percentage of
scaleups founded in the 2015-2017
timeframe was equal to 18%. This value
underperforms the European average of 28%,
led by developing innovation economies
(Southern and Eastern Europe countries).
It should be noted that all those new
scaleups recorded in 2017 were previously
founded startups that crossed the $1M
funding threshold during the year.
Though the performance of the Norwegian
ecosystem in 2017 has been less than
exciting, the local startup scene surely has
propelled a number of high-potential
companies, as suggests the peculiar growth
in terms of new scaleups recorded in 2018
(see figure 4).
Looking at the previous period, i.e. from 2010
to 2014, we recorded a scaleups
establishment equal to 44%, with 2013 being
the peak year for scaleup founded; the
remaining 38% was registered before 2010.

Despite being one of the most mature
European scaleup ecosystem, the Norwegian
tech-scene is still quite small and seems not
to fulfill its potential yet.
As concerning the last funding event, 2016
confirms to be an exceptional year: 39% of
scaleups secured their most recent round of
financing that year, while only 19% had their
last funding event in 2017.
Data about the first nine months of 2018
suggests that 2018 has been a growing year,
similar to 2016.
FIGURE 6
NORWEGIAN SCALEUPS PER YEAR OF ESTABLISHMENT
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FIGURE 7
NORWEGIAN SCALEUPS PER YEAR OF LAST FUNDING EVENT

Norwegian Funding Channels: VC vs. IPO and ICO
In Norway and likewise in all European
countries, scaleups rely on VC funds for their
growth needs. In particular, 72.5% ($890M) of
all capital raised by Norwegian scaleups
comes from the venture capital market, while
27% ($330M) comes from the IPO channel.
Despite the satisfactory amount of capital
raised through IPO, this channel seems to
have lost momentum, actually, 4 out of 5 IPO
counted, occurred in 2014 and the other one
happened in 2010.
The 0.5% lacking is the percentage of capital
raised through ICO - Initial Coin Offering - the
newest methods for financing. Last year, the
Norwegian Hubii Network did an ICO for
$6.6M, is the first (and the only, up to now)
scaleup that got ICO.

FIGURE 8
SCALEUP NORWAY: FUNDING CHANNELS
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Scaleup Financing in Norway: Mainly A Domestic Matter
As concerned to the investors’ nationality, the
64% of rounds were led by Norway-based
investors, that poured into scaleups more
than $420M (47% of total VC capital) with an
average round value of $4M. US-based
investors account for only 15% of total

27%

rounds, although they invested almost $300M
(33%), with an average round value of $13M.
Other 7% of the funding rounds were led by
UK-based investors
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that financed Norwegian scaleups with about
$50M (6%) and another 7% by other Nordics
investors

(excluding Norwegians), which poured into
scaleups slightly less than $100M (11%).

FIGURE 9
VC INVESTMENTS INTO NORWEGIAN SCALEUPS: NATIONALITY OF INVESTORS
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Norwegian Scaleups Born Global For Funding Opportunities
The phenomenon of dual companies is widely
spread in the whole of Europe. Norway is no
exception with 19 dual companies. Those
companies raised $376M altogether, the 31%
of the total capital raised by Norwegian
scaleups.
Norwegian duals mostly moved to the US (13
of them), of which 10 to the Silicon Valley, 2 to
New York and 1 to Pennsylvania. London is
another attractive hub for Norwegian
scaleups (5 of them moved there), and Berlin
as well (1 scaleup relocate the headquarters
here).

Behind the decision to relocate the
headquarters, often there is the need of
seeking new funding opportunities, previous
reports show that in terms of capital raised,
dual companies outperform those that grow
locally. In Norway, the average capital raised
by companies that follow a domestic path is
equal to $10.6M, for duals, the amount is
almost double, equal to $19.8M.

FIGURE 10
NORWEGIAN DUAL COMPANIES
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2 - A dual company is a founded in Europe that relocated its headquarters abroad looking for funding opportunities
while maintaining relevant operations in the country of origin.
See: Mind the Bridge, European Dual Companies: Scaleup Migration?, June 2017.
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An Ecosystem of Small Scaleups and a Few Giants
By breaking down the distribution of scaleups
according to the amount of capital raised, we
can graphically display the composition of a
given ecosystem. In particular, the Norwegian
scaleup ecosystem is mainly made up of
many small scaleups, we count that the 76%
of scaleups raised funding for an amount
between $1 and $10M and secured just the
21% of total capital made available. The
“middle class” segment (between $10 to
$50M) represents 19% of the population, able
to attract the 36% of the total capital.

Scaleups that raised more than $50M
represent only 5% of the total population,
securing about $530M (43%) in financing.
Among those Tech giants, there are two
companies, i.e. Thin Film Electronics and
OptiNose, that has raised more than $100M
gaining the Scaler3 status.
Norwegian scalers, cumulatively, raised
$350M, the 28% of capital available to
Norwegian scaleups.

FIGURE 11
SCALEUP NORWAY: DISTRIBUTION PER CAPITAL RAISED
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Scaleups in Norway: Where To Find Them? In Oslo, Of Course.
A recent research shows that the innovation
economy in Europe is heavily concentrated
around one or maximum two cities per
country.
Although data confirms that startups tend to
benefit from aggregation and concentration
around large hotspots, many minor cities and
municipalities face the risk to be increasingly
marginalized.

Norway is no exception, with Oslo being the
major city for startups establishment with
about the 70% of scaleups located there.

70% of Norwegian scaleups
are headquartered in the
capital city of Oslo.

3 - We consider “Scaler” a company that raised over $100M in financing (since foundation) and had at least one funding event since 2010.
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FIGURE 12
SCALEUP EUROPE CITY HUB INDEX
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Not Just Oslo. The Raising Potential of Other Norwegian Hubs
To better study the phenomenon, in our report
“StartupCity Hubs in Europe”, we introduced
a methodology to either assess the potential
of cities to turn into larger scaleups hubs or
to measure the gap between the main
hotspots and the other cities4.
The “StartupCity Future Growth” indicator
aims at visualizing the divergence between
the existing economy and new innovation
economy.
It compares the share a city has in the
country’s startup economy and the
contribution of the city to the domestic
economy, measured by the current share on
GDP.
Values above 1 indicate cities that are likely
to increase their economy role over time,
while values below 1 are characteristics of

cities that might be experiencing a decline in
the medium term.
As expected Oslo shows values well above
the parity (1.8), but also the city if Trondheim
presents positive value (1.4), indicates the
possibility of increasing its role in the
Norwegian scaleups economy over time.
FIGURE 13
FUTURE GROWTH INDEX FOR 4 NORWEGIAN CITIES
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4 - See: Mind the Bridge, StartupCity Hubs in Europe, November 2018
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Minor cities, such as Bergen and Stavanger
shows values above 1, respectively 0.7 and
0.5. For those cities, it is key to develop
startup strategies to regain centrality.
Deepened the interest about the main
StartupCity hubs, we calculated a ranking,
namely the “StartupCity Innovation Potential”
that assesses the potential of tier-two cities to
turn into larger scaleups hubs.
The ranking - that factors parameters such
as the current economic role and size of the
city, its ability to produce innovation, the
strength of the ecosystem and the talent pool
- provides for each city a score ranging from
5 (maximum potential) to 1.

The score is normalized at a European level.
Below presented are the values for the
Norwegian cities that are included in the top
150 “tier-two” StartupCity Hub list.

For cities like Bergen,
Trondheim and Stavanger,
it is key to develop startup
strategies to regain centrality.

FIGURE 14
NORWEGIAN STARTUPCITY HUBS (AMONG THE TOP 150)
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MIND THE BRIDGE | StartupCity HUBS IN EUROPE

Innovation economy in Europe is heavily concentrated
in about 50 main hubs. It is key to unleash the potential
of development for future hubs of innovation in Europe.
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Scaleup Norway: Still Lacking Industrial Specialization
Looking at the volume of scaleup (rather than
the capital raised), our research suggests
that there is not a prevalent industrial
specialization. The top three verticals that
attract more scaleups are enterprise software
(with 12% of total scaleup), cleantech (11%)
and fintech (9%). Despite that, none of those
verticals are included in the top 3 sectors
attracting more capital.
When we look at the capital raised, the IoT
vertical leads the field with more than $250M
(21%) secured, this value is highly affected

by the presence of Thin Film, that alone
raised over $226M.
Far behind we found the hardware and
medtech industries, with respectively $155M
(13% of capital available) and $147M (12%)
raised.

In Norway, there is not
a prevalent industrial
specialization.

FIGURE 15
SCALEUP NORWAY: TOP 10 INDUSTRIES
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Norwegian Scaleups
Top Performing Norwegian Scaler

FOUNDED: 2000 | HQ: OSLO | CAPITAL RAISED: $120.5M | MEDTECH
Founded in 2000, OptiNose is a Norwegian medtech company focused on developing the
breath-powered intranasal drug-delivery system.
In 2010, it released the first company ’s product ONZETRA® Xsail®, a neurologic therapeutic
product. After being financed by Avista Capital Partners, the OptiNose company was
reincorporated in the US and moved its headquarters from Oslo to Palo Alto.
In 2014, OptiNose secured $35M in a funding round from its existing major investor Avista, and
WFD Ventures and Entrepreneurs Fund.
In September 2017, OptiNose raised $37M in funding led by Fidelity Management and Research
Company with participation from Avista and Entrepreneurs Fund, bringing the total investment to
$120M.
In 2018, Optinose has started new clinical trials to pursuit a follow-on indication for chronic
sinusitis.

FOUNDED: 2013 | HQ: OSLO | DUAL HQ: PALO ALTO | CAPITAL RAISED: $23M | HARDWARE
Combining AI technology with an efficient upgradable software, Huddly guarantees a new
technology system that innovates vision experience.
Started in Oslo in 2013, the company designed Huddly GO, a small, compact, ultra-wide angle
camera for video conferencing that improves over time with each software upgrade.
In 2016, Huddly raised $2.6M from Founders Fund which also agreed to a $10M follow-up
investment in 2017. Huddly raised further $10M in a Serie C round with participation from Mertoun
Capital, this round valued the company at $68M.
The new capital will be used to accelerate development of next-generation products. Nowadays,
Huddly’s HQ is in Oslo, with offices in Palo Alto, Austin (US) and London (UK).

FOUNDED: 2011 | HQ: OSLO | DUAL HQ: LONDON | CAPITAL RAISED: $43M | EDTECH
Kahoot! is an innovative free learning platform system, it is used by schools to check student’s
knowledge, for assessment procedures or as an alternative way to the traditional class break.
Founded in 2011 in Oslo, it was March 2013 when Kahoot! was launched in private beta at
SXSWedu and later it was also revealed to the public. In 2015 Kahoot! raised about $6.5M in
funding, the round was led by Northzone and one year later, Creandum and Microsoft, along with
the existing investor, pour other $10M the company, with the purpose of helping Kahoot! support
new game formats and develop a new infrastructure. In July 2017, the same companies agreed on
a $10M follow-up investment. The most recent round of financing of $17M, occurred in 2018
bringing the total capital raised to about $45M. Nowadays, the company has millions of active
users among over 180 countries and it has offices in Norway, London, Austin and United States.

FOUNDED: 2013 | HQ: OSLO | DUAL HQ: BERLIN | CAPITAL RAISED: $21M | HARDWARE
Swarm64 is a global leader in delivering FPGA acceleration and real-time database design. It
provides microprocessors on purpose to enhance velocity for relational database. The company
was founded in 2013, in Oslo and the same year it raised $700K in a round of funding led by the
Norwegian Springfondet, with participation from Arne Graee and business angels. In 2015, as part
of a market entry strategy to the US, Swarm64 has raised a total of $8M, from Target Partners,
Investinor and Alliance Venture to hire new team members. In January 2018 Swarm64 announced
a new investment of about $12.5M led by Intel Capital with the participation of previous investors.
The funding has allowed Swarm64 to extend its global market positioning.

FOUNDED: 2012 | HQ: OSLO | DUAL HQ: BERLIN | CAPITAL RAISED: $17M | MOBILITY
Founded in Oslo in 2012, Xeneta is a global leading freight rate benchmarking and market
intelligence platform that provides ocean freight data and analysis in real time. One year after
foundation, Xeneta raised $1.6M as seed round led by Creandum, with participation from Alden to
involve breadth of coverage for its comparisons in terms of number of “trade lanes” in and out of
Europe. In 2014, the company received another $1.6M from Point Nine Capital and Creandum and
the followed year, the existing backers alongside with the new investor Alliance Venture pour other
$2.1M The most recent capital injection of $12M, that brought the total investment to over $17M,
allowed the company to provide pricing transparency for container freight rates and to increase its
visibility into market average prices on 160K+ global trade routes.
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The M&A Scene: Norway, An Acquisitive Country
Norway ranks 13th among the European
countries per number of startups sold, with
136 exits occurred since 1999. It stands in
between Belgium, that counts 146 exits and
Poland (94 exits).
Opposite, if we look at the other side, i.e. the
acquisition of startup performed by domestic
companies, Norway ranks 9th with 160 deals
concluded.

This amount is similar to the number of
acquisition performed by Spain (161) and
Finland (156).
The results may suggests the interest of the
Norwegian ecosystem to increase its
scaleups economy, by acquiring new
technologies where no new innovation arose.

FIGURE 16
US AND EUROPEAN EXITS AND ACQUISITIONS: TOP 15 COUNTRIES
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M&A Top City Hubs: No Norwegians in the top 10
Oslo confirms to be the main Hotspot also for
the Norwegian M&As activity.
On one hand, we identified 61 exits that
included an Oslo-based company, ranking
15th among the Top European hubs for exits.
On the other hand, we counted 111

acquisitions, i.e. Oslo-based corporates that
acquired scaleups worldwide. Oslo, as
Norway does, tends to acquire startups from
outside to be included in its ecosystem.
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FIGURE 17
EXITS AND ACQUISITIONS: TOP EUROPEAN HUBS
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Norwegian Exits: Not Only Domestic Acquirers
Data show that Norwegian scaleups have
been able to attract the interests of
international acquirers. Norwegian and
US-based acquirers account both for the 27%
of transactions each, also other Nordics
countries are quite active in buying

Norwegian companies with 17% of deals
concluded. Corporates from other European
countries accounted for 21% of transactions,
with the UK leading those numbers, while
Non-European/US corporates account for just
7% of the total.
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Top Norwegian M&As

FOUNDED: 2000 | HQ: OSLO | PRICE PAID: $408M | ACQUIRED BY: ORANGE
Founded in Oslo in 2000, Basefarm provides cloud infrastructure and critical application services.
On July 2018, Orange, a major European telecom operator, agreed to acquire the scaleup for over
$400M. The transaction will enable Orange to significantly extend big data and critical application
management services on consolidated market. Indeed, Basefarm, that currently employs over 500
people, is most prominently present on the markets of Norway, Sweden, the Netherland, Austria
and Germany, complementing Orange European presence.

FOUNDED: 2001 | HQ: OSLO | PRICE PAID: n/d | ACQUIRED BY: TOADMAN INTERACTIVE
In June 2018, the Swedish Toadman did its first M&As by acquiring the gaming studio Artplant.
Since Toadman is mainly engaged in the manufacture, marketing sale of digital and analog games,
it needed a gaming studio for the development of games.
The technical know-how and experience Artplants team possesses are of high international
standard and the acquisition fits well with Toadman’s growth strategy.

FOUNDED: 2000 | HQ: TRONDHEIM | PRICE PAID: n/d | ACQUIRED BY: ZETADISPLAY
Founded in Trondheim in 2000, Webpro develops and sells customer-adapted digital signage
solutions used by customers around the world. On May 2018, ZetaDisplay, a leading supplier of
solutions for digital shop development, signed an agreement to acquire Webpro AS. ZetaDisplay’s
goa is continuing to carry out acquisitions in accordance with the adopted growth strategy and to
actively participate in the ongoing consolidation of the digital signage industry in Europe. Through
this acquisition, the company further strengthens its delivery capacity and takes an important
international step in the digital signage industry.
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Methodology
The SEP Monitor focuses on Tech Companies (ICT sector only).
Definitions:
Mind the Bridge (MTB) categorizes Tech Companies as follows:
Startup:
<$1M funding raised (since foundation) and at least one funding event since 2010.
Scaleup:
>$1M funding raised (since foundation) and at least one funding event since 2010.
Scaler:
>$100M funding raised (since foundation) and at least one funding event since 2010.
Super Scaler:
>$1B funding raised (since foundation) and at least one funding event since 2010.
Dual Company:
Startup founded in one country that relocated its headquarters – and with that part of its value chain
– abroad, while maintaining a strong operational presence in its country of origin.
Only Tech Companies founded in the new Millennium have been considered.
Only Tech Companies operating in ICT sector have been considered (Industries not covered:
pharma, biotech/life science, industrial/manufacturing, nanotech/semiconductors).
Categorization is based on capital raised (including both capital raised by private investors and
through IPO/ICO), not on valuation. This alternative methodology is the one used by The Wall Street
Journal and Dow Jones Venture Source that are tracking venture-backed private companies valued
at $1 billion or more (aka The Billion Dollar Startup Club or Unicorn Club).
Other Definitions:
Capital Raised:
All equity investments made by private investors (includes, among the others, Venture Capital,
Corporate Venture Capital, Seed Capital, Business Angels, Accelerators and Public Sector
investment vehicles that are regarded as "equity-type investments" - e.g. EIB) and on the stock
markets.
Exit:
Liquidity event that occurred since 2010.
M&A (Merger & Acquisition):
For companies that exited via M&A, the valuation is the amount that the company got acquired for.
IPO (Initial Public Offering):
For companies that went public, the exit valuation is that on the day of the IPO.
ICO (Initial Coin Offering):
A mean of raising capital using cryptocurrencies issued by the company (”tokens”) in exchange for
legal tender or other cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin or Ethereum. Price data converted in US$ at
day of sale. Data collected from Tokendata.io, Coinmarketcap.com and other sources including
official company documents.
GDP (Gross Domestic Product):
Data from International Monetary Fund (2017).
Population:
Data from World Bank (2017 or last year available).
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Indicators:
Mind the Bridge produces and monitors the following indicators:
Scaleup Density Ratio:
Number of scaleups per 100K inhabitants. A measure of density of scaleups in a given ecosystem.
Scaleup Investing Ratio:
Capital raised by Scaleups as a percentage of GDP. A measure meant to measure the capital invested in
scaleups in a given ecosystem, compared to the size of the overall economy of that country.
Scaleup Country Index:
Country ranking built upon Scaleup Density Ratio and Scaleup Investing Ratio. A measure of the overall
innovation commitment of a given ecosystem and its ability to produce significant tech players.
Scaleup (City) Hub Index:
Hub ranking built upon Scaleup Density Ratio and Scaleup Investing Ratio. A measure of the overall
innovation commitment of a given city/tech hub and its ability to produce significant tech players.
Scaleup Matrix:
The matrix visually compares ecosystems by factoring the Scaleup Density Ratio and Scaleup Investing
Ratios.
StartupCity Future Growth:
It compares the share that a StartupCity Hub has in the country’s startup and scaleup economy and the
contribution of the StartupCity hub to the domestic economy today.
StartupCity Innovation Potential:
Normalized index that assesses the innovation potential of a StartupCity, factoring different parameters.
For complete methodology refer to Mind the Bridge, StartupCity Hubs In Europe. 2018 Report.
Geography:
Continental Europe:
“Tech Scaleup Europe” analyzes scaleups headquartered in 45 Continental European states as listed
below. We define European regions as follows:
British Isles: United Kingdom, Ireland
Central States: France, Germany, Switzerland, Austria, Principate of Monaco, Liechtenstein.
Nordics: Denmark, Iceland, Finland, Sweden, Norway.
Southern Europe: Spain, Italy, Portugal, Greece, Malta, Cyprus, Andorra, San Marino, Vatican City.
Benelux: The Netherlands, Belgium, Luxembourg.
Eastern Europe: Poland, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Slovenia, Croatia, Serbia, Bosnia and Herzegovina,
Montenegro, Macedonia, Kosovo, Albania, Romania, Bulgaria, Hungary, Moldova, Ukraine, Belarus.
Baltics: Estonia, Lithuania, Latvia.
Timeframe:
International scaleup data refer to funding transactions completed until December 31, 2017.
Annual trend analysis is based on funding transactions completed until June 30, 2018. Analysis is
ongoing.
Data re: Startup M&As refer to startup acquisitions completed since 2010 and afterwards until June 30,
2018. For complete methodology refer to Mind the Bridge & Crunchbase, Tech Startup M&A. 2018 Report.
Disclaimer:
Mind the Bridge sources of information include the MTB database, business information platforms,
portfolios of VC companies, corporate venture units, business angels, accelerators and active seed and
early stage funds, crowdfunding platforms, tech competitions and events, and other relevant channels.
Research is ongoing and results reported in the SEP Monitor are subject of continuous update.
Mind the Bridge welcomes research from everyone in the local startup ecosystems by providing data and
indicating cases of scaleup companies and exits to be monitored.

SEP Monitors are published by Mind the Bridge in collaboration with CrESIT.

The most exciting part of the news is that Norway
is showing a better performance in 2018,
and mainly it is now running at the speed
of Denmark and Finland.

ALBERTO ONETTI
Chairman
Mind the Bridge

In Europe, the glass is half full.
Startup ecosystems start to be connected among themselves.
This high level of connectedness contributes significantly
to help startups in their growth phase.
We still need to do more.
Our competitive advantage is to be united in diversity.
Advantage that can only be realised by working
t ecosystems level to be a Startup Europe:
startup continent.
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Head of Startup Europe
European Commission
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